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FOREWORD 
This report presents a summary of the results of work 
performed by the Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., 
Huntsville Res,~arch & Engineering Center under Contract 
NAS8-28609 for the NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC); 
Huntsville, Alabama. The NASA-MSF'C Contracting Officer's 
Representatives for the study were Dr. Terry F. Greenwood 
and David C. Seymour, ED-33. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Studies conducted under this conh'act were directed at inclusion of 
solid propellant plume flowfield effects in analyses and design of the Space 
shuttle vehicle. The major tasks of the contract include: (1) development 
of a two-phase nozzle and plume program; (l) analysis of solid particle 
impingement and convective heating on the Space Shuttle vehi.cle during 
staging separation maneuvers; (3) description of the orbiter plume flow 
field withafterburning; (4) prediction of the physical properties of the 
nozzle boundary layer to aid in determination of base heating from reversed 
flows; (S) development of a solid rocket motor (SRM) radiation model; (6) 
verification of the SRM radiation model using experimental data from the 
SRM developmental m.otor tests; (7) use SRM radiation model to predict the 
radiation environment on the orbiter, ET and SRBs; (8) develop and verify 
mixing models which are applicable to the SRM and SSME afterburning 
pluI1'es; (9) generate detailed SRM and SSME plumes at various altitudes 
and in\'!lude attitude effects in the radiation environment predictions for the 
orbiter, ET and solid rucket boosters (SRBs); (10) include solid particle 
effects in the PLIMP program; (11) determination of the effect of the 808M 
exhaust flow field on the radiation environment to the Shuttle vehicle; and 
(ll) determine the overpressure and thermal environment on the KSC Mobile 
Launcher Platform (MLP) due to the SRM and 88ME impingement. 
The tasks performed under this contract were documented at the com-
pletion of each phase of the study. The results of these analyses were pre-
sented in the reports listed in the Reference section. Consequently, the 
following section provides a summary of the reports which documented the 
tasks. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF TASKS PERFORMED 
Tasks perfol'med undel' this C01'l.t.t'act investigated various problems 
related to SRM plume flow fields and their effects on the Space Shuttle 
vehicle and launch complex. 
The following discussion summarizes the various tasks performed 
under this contract. 
SPACE SHUTTLE ROCKET PLUME RADIA TION>:c 
Considerable attention has been directed toward the prediction of the 
Space Shuttle vehicle base thermal enviroJ.1ment required for the design of 
the vehicle thermal p .... otection system. During the s pan of this contract the 
geon"letrical shape and relative positions of the vehicle's orbiter external 
tank (ET) and solid rocket boostel' (SRB) have been changed as a result of 
improved des ign modifications. Each geometl-ical modification and/or 
change in com~utational technique required an updated evaluation of the 
thermal protection system's thel'mal environment. This study provides 
the thermal radiation environment defined as tho vehicle's rocket plume 
radiation heating rates. Every effol't has been made to improve the compu-
tational techniques and cOl'l:elate these data with experimental data when 
available. 
The following review of the predicted Space Shuttle vehicle'S rocket 
plume thermal radiation heating rate environment, the comp\J.tational 
methodology. and the experimental evaluation and correlation with analyt-
ical predictions is subm.itted in accordance with the requirements of the 
subject contract and describes the work accomplished. 
... I( . 
"See Refs. 1 through 37. 
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SPACE SHUTTLE ROCKET PLUME ANAI,YSES* 
Several problem areas concerning plume impingement heating rates 
during Space Shuttle vehicle staging have been identified. The Space Shuttle 
launch vehicle utilizes large boo S"E: , BuUd rock~t motors (BSRM) and smaller 
solid motors for BSRM staging. 'I-he BSRM plumes significantly impact the 
base thermal environment of the launch vehicle through radiation and con-
vection heating. The smaller solid propellant staging motors impinge on 
the orbiter drop tank and orbiter, resulting in severe solid particle radia-
tion and impingement heating. The plume-related effects on the thermal 
environment must be accurately predicted in order to design the Space Shuttle 
thermal protection system. This was accomplished by including solid pro-
pellant plume flow ficlds in the thermal environment description and applying 
those analyses to the Space Shuttle vehicle. A review of the plume related 
analyses performed during this contract is presented in this report. 
* See Refs. 38 through 54. 
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• SRM PLnMe Ra.diati.on Heating to the Space Shuttle MCR-200 lRef. 1) 
An estimate was made of the Space Shuttle ascent base region radia-
tion heat transfer from the two soUd rocket motor boosters (SRB) plumes. 
It updates and l'eplaces a previous memo, S&E-AERO-AT-73-9, dated Z9 
March 1973. The thermal environments supplied include the launch con-
figuration (MCR-ZOO) orbiter, external tani .. (ET), and updated SRB. These 
data are valid from launch until staging, Modifications of the SRM geom-
etry and the change in rocket motor nozzle and SRM plume shape were 
requi.red. 
• SRM Plume Radiation Heating to Inside structure (Ref. Z) 
The SRB plnme radiation heating rates were predicted at the inside 
surface of the orbitel' airbrake located on the tail fin. SRB plume radi.ation 
heating rates were also predicted at the OMS left inside nozzle surface. 
Results of this study show that the heating rates are significant. The 
definition of the heating rates and their locations are defined. 
• 
An analysis was conducted to estimate the Space Shuttle ascent region 
ra.diation heat transfer from the two solid rocket motor booster (SRB) plumes. 
Radiation heating rates are presented for the external tank (ET) shroud. 
Heating rates are pl'ovided to both the external and internal cylinder shroud 
surfaces t the aft facing shroud base and hemispherical base. Also provided 
are predicted radiation heating rates to the external surface of the SRB 
nozzle wall. 
• Estimates of Solid Rocket Motor Plume Radiation He'!!,ing Rate to the 
Space Shuttle (2.25% Scale Model) (Ref. 41 
Instrumentation locations, for the 2.25% Space Shuttle wind tunnel model 
test, were made available to Lockheed for prediction of SRB radiation, The 
tota.l heat transfer and radi.ation gauges are not located in the position!) of pre-
vious calculations. A review of these locations and an estimate of plume view 
factors from previous calculations were studied. Following this review view 
factors were calculated at the criti.cal, not prevbusly predicted, scale model 
locations. These data were used to evaluate convective heating rates, from 
the total heat transfer gauge test data~ and to correlate SRB radiati.on pre-
dictions. 
4 
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• Pt'cdiction of Radiation Heat Transfer Characteristics from SoUd Rocket 
Plumes using the Monte Cado Techniques (Ref.li 
This report describes a Monte Carlo solution to the soUd rocket plume 
radiation problem. A brief review of Monte Carlo techniques is presented 
and derivation of the Monte Carlo model for. solid rocket plume radiation is 
outlined. The principal aim of this analysis 1s to identify the charactel' of 
soUd rocket plume radiation as delineated by the simple model employed and 
to discern the effect of. parametel's that govern the emitted l'adiation. Em-
phasis is placed on defining the influences of plume optical diameter and the 
scattering phenomenon as simulated by isotropic and anisotropic scattering 
distributions. 
The model geometry for the pLume used in this analysts consi.sts of a 
finite right circular cylinder with a uniform dispersal of AJ.Z03 particles 
throughout its volume. Only the contribution from the A£Z03 particles to the 
radiative heat transfer is considered. The target is considered to be an 
infinite plane passed through one end of the cylinder at right angles to the 
axis of the cylinder. Individual targets in the plane al'e taken to be a set of 
concentric rings centered about the plume axis. The fil'st ring has its inne:1.' 
radius uoincident with the cylindrical plum.e. The ring widths are liZ R. 
The use of the Monte Carlo technique in this analysis has allowecl the 
searchlight effect and anisotropic scattering in a h()mogeneous cylindrical 
plume to be considered. The influences of s paHal distributions of local 
otpical depth (as influenced by particle size and number density), particle 
temperature. and the effects of concentrated emission points due to local 
high number densities were not investigated. These s paHal distributions 
of plume non-homogeneities may have significant local effects on the spatia.l 
distri.bution of the radiation emitted by the plume. It was demonstrated for 
the homogeneous cylindrical plume that direct emission from the rocket 
plume dominates the heat load radiated toward the base plane. The search-
light effect has only a second order influence at targets within one exit diam-
eter of the plume. At lal.·ger distances from the plum.e, the searchlight effect 
is essentially negligible. It is demonstrated, for the anisotropic scattering 
simulation, that solid rocket plumes tend to emit diffusely. This character-
istic allows a convenient scaling law to be derived for the effects of optical 
diameter of the plume. The apparent emissivity of solid rocket plumeR is 
I:ihoWl1 to approach a limiting value of approximately O.S for large optical 
diameters (larger than 10). Thus, it is shown that heating rates from solid 
rocket plumes may be attained if knowledge regarding the plume optical 
dia.meter, temperature, and view factor to the target of interest is .waLlable. 
• ~SM Expel'imental Data Comparisons (Ref.6t 
The proposed Space Shuttle launch propulsi.on confi.guration involves 
the usc of two single-nozzle, solid propellant rocket boosters. This vehicle 
solid propellant motor is similar in size to the: Titan lIIC, preliminal'y 
Posei(1.on C3 (Poln:ris B3) vehicle, and Poseidon C3 vehicle. It is expected 
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that the Space Shuttle will realize radiation and convection heating trends 
that are aimi.lar to the above vehicle Bcale model tests, full-scale systems 
teats and flight t~8tS. 
The primary method of dealing with base heating problems from solld. 
motor plume! ia to obtain the heating l'ates from experimental data. Pre-
sented in this report is a review or vehicle base thermal environments from 
the Titan IIlC full-scale gl'ound and flight tests, Titan lIIC 1!33 .. scale model 
test, preliminary poseidon C3 design (Polaris B3-single nozzle) static test, 
and the Poseidon C3 first stage ground and flight test data, The Objective of 
this study is to investigate these data and evaluate a possible correlation that 
may be applied to the prediction of the Space Shuttle vehicle base thermal 
environment. Results of this study show favorable compurison with the solid 
plume radiation prediction model currently being used £01' Space Shuttle plume 
heating predictions. 
• SRM Plume Radiation Heating to SSME Eyelids (Ref. 7) 
A study was made to predict the solid rocket motor (SRM) booster 
radiation heat flux to the orbi.t<.~r main engine nozzle bulge (EYELIDS) 
affixed to the vehicle base. Heat Aoiux to the upper nozzle and offset lower 
nozzl~ locations are estimated on three type sudaces: (1) the bulge e.ffixed 
to the vehicle base thermal protection system (TPS); (2) the bulge affixed 
to the gimbaled nozzle; ar.d (3) a cone-shape sealed l'ogion between the 
bulged surface gap. 
• SRM Plume Radiation Heating to the Space Shuttle MCR-SOO (Ref, 8) 
This report documents the analysis conducted to estimate the Space 
Shuttle SRM booster plume radiation heating rates to the MCR -500 vehicle 
con£i.guration during the vehicle laun.;;h ascent, '1lhis study updates and re .. 
places previous do~umentation for the Space Shuttle MeR -200 configuration, 
This study also includes sul"faces not studied for the MCR-ZOO configurati.on. 
These surfa,ces are: the reaction contl'ol pod, the updated OMS llozzle and 
ribs, the orbiter main engine bulged heat shield affixed to the nozzle and 
orbiter heat shield and the cone TPS separating these two surfaces, the 
vertical tail aft-facing fin, the updated SRM ring and ET support structure. 
In general, most heating rate estimates are lower than predicted for 
the MeR-ZOO configurati.on as a result of i.ncreased distance between the 
SRM plume and the vehi.cle surfaces. The SRM nozzle and shroud geometry 
were changed on 6 June 1974 prior to ct)mpletion of this study. A study to 
determine the radiation heating rates to the new baseUne shroud and nozzle, 
externa.l tank and tank support structure, w1.ere the hea,ting rate estimates 
are significant, was conducted. Th(} modifications reduced the SRM radia-
tion heating rates to the shroud base by approximately 14%, reduced the 
outboard external tank support structure heating rates by approximately 1% 
and increased the inboard SUppOl·t structure heating rates by approximately 3%. 
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• Space Shuttle (MCR-SOO) with Gimbalcd SRM Nozz~'" (R(",&.21 
Space Shuttle CMCR-500) SRM plume radiation heating rates are com-
puted with the SRM noz~des in the 8-deg (maximum) gimbal position. In 
general, radiation heating :rates increased over the values predicted for the 
null gimbal ~osltlon by gimbalLng both SRM m(:)tors in the same direction. 
The predicted heating rates a.l.'(~ provided for the SRM, cylinder, shroud, 
shroud base, nozzles, ET and support structure. Pro'~ided with each table 
is a schematic of the surface investigated, Each table defines the direction 
of nozzle "gimbal" at each IIstationll location. The null posl.tion a.nd gimbal 
position radiation view factors (Fa, F'b) and computed heating rates Cia are 
also provided in each table. Comparison of the view factor values will show 
how the gimbal position chal'1ges the amount of shading and (;orresponcUng 
lnfluence or plume radiation contribution. 
• Space Shuttle (MCR-500) Adq,e.ndum to Ref. 8 {Rc.t:.:.l..Ql 
The Space Shuttle SRM ~H)C)If)ter plume radiation heating rates to the 
MCR-500 vehicle con£igurat~on during launch ascent WC1'(l documented in 
Ref. 8. This document provides SRM radiation heating rates to additional 
vehicle surface points loc~"ted on; (I j the ol.'bitel' uppel.' and lower nozzle 
aft facing rim: (2.) the Ol'biti~r Maneuvering System (OMS) nozzle internal 
surface; (3) the Reactiorl Control6;'yatcm (nCS) nozzles 8 and 9, inside aur-
iace; and (4) the OMS base heat shield. 
• Wing Flipper Door (Ref. 11) 
An estimate of the plume induced heating to the "flipper door!! located 
on the orbiter wing top surface above the "levon cove has been .calculated, 
Estimates of the heating envil'onment were evalua.ted at five span locations 
for two door deflection angles (2.0 and 40 deg) close to [!,lselage, Willg tip and 
above SRB centerline. At each span location, heating rates on the !!fUpper 
door" top, bottom, and trailing edge surfaces and on the back fadng surface 
of the exposed cavity were calculated. 
• SRM Full-Scale Test Instrumentation (Rei. 12) 
The instrumentation req\.tirements £Ol' the radiation measurements for 
the SRM flrings to be conducted at the Thiok()l Wat;atch Test Range, Utah, 
have been deflned, The instrumentation locations and radiation heating rate 
ranges arc provided. The instrumentation includes: 18 wide angle radi-
ometers at positions that correspond to critical Space Shuttle base area 
design points, seven narrow-view angle radiometers along the plume that 
wUl define solid rock.et plume radiation distribution, £ive wide angle radi-
ometers axially along the plume in the approximate region of the MLP 
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vcrtlcallaunch tower, and one AOA Thermovj.~ion System b80, an infrared 
camera system, that will provlde a thermal ~l.ctUl'C ot the rocket plume. 
These data wore used to correlate fuU .. scale radiation with the 6.40/0 (acoustic 
test) Sl'M 8caJe model dnta and to verily and improve analytical prediction 
capabUlty. 
• AlH.~ent Rocket Plume Radiation Heating Rat(.!s .~.l~e£. 13) 
Estimates of soUd rock(,~t motor (SRM boostl'r and orbiter main engine 
(SSME) plume radiation heating rat~8 have been. computed to the following 
Space Shuttle surfaces: externa.l tanl< (ET) aft dome and cylinder, ET/SRM 
and ET/orbiter support members, LIlZ and LOZ fced, pressure and recircu-
lation lines. These data published in. RC'l. 12 arc pl'cscntcd in a format com-
patible with the Shuttlo A(~rod namic IIoatin Data Handbook, SD-7 3-SH -0181-
2A. This report is vldc lnto OU1' sectlons: a revlew ox'th.e RAVFAC code 
Jnethod of calculation and defini,tion o£ the updated RAVFAC SSME sea level 
plume model, free-fllght ascent where the /31.tr£a<'(! node radiation heating l'ate 
is provided by both the SSME and SHM plulues, liftoff phase where the SSME 
and SRM free-flight node values arc mr.>di£i.cd to C01'rect for the influence of 
the launch stand envlronmcnt histOl'y and SRM nozzle gimbal wher~ an estl-
frI..ated limit of the node heating rate change is computed. 
• The Space Shuttle Vehi.cle BaBe 'l'hel'mal I<~nvir()nmcnt Scale Model Test 
and Analytical Evaluation* (Ref. 14) 
Radiati.on heat nux to the base of a vehicle from both a solid propel-
lant rocket moto:r plum~ containing a. high percentage of aluminum oxide 
pa.rticles, and an 0 ptically thin liquid propellant rocket plume may be em-
pirlcally predicted with reasonable accuracy Ie. r the design of the Space 
Shuttle vehicle base thcl'mal protection syst(~m arlil structural thermal en-
vironments. The P\lrpOf;(~ of this paper is to provide a correlation a.nd 
analytical evaluation of the radiation and total calorimeter heating rate data 
measured during a 6.4% acoustic scale model test conducted at NASA -Mal'shall 
Space Flight Center. 'J?he radiation heating rate data, measured at va):ious 
liftoff positlons relatiVe to the modified Saturn mobile launch platform, were 
normalized to the free-fllght heating rates wher(~ the influence of the mobile 
iaunch platform on the rocket engine exhaust is a minimum. Test data show 
that radiation hoating rat<-' levels meas111'cd, to th.- vehicle base.1 are signi.fi-
cantly greatel' than pl'cclided :Cor low altitude flir,ht. The Space Shuttle main 
engine and solid rockl~t motor plume radiath.m was analytically pl'edicted us ing 
gray body methodology Cl.nd provided a p.l'ediction ()£ l'adiatlon heating rate levels 
close to those expected to be found in a free-night situation. Comparison of 
the analytically p:rcdi.ct<.~d radiation heat flux that incol'parate rocket plume 
shading by the mobile launch platform with measured data shows slmilar trends 
*This l'itudy as supported by tlw National Aeronautics and Spa.ce Administration 
ul'lder this contract was accepted lor presentation at the 9th JANNAF Plume 
Technology Conference. 
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and explains the source of rad,ia.tion magnitude. State-of .. tbe-art computer 
code a and evaluation of sulld propellant motor base thermal environments 
irom the Titan lIIC ground and fllght tC8tB, l'i~n lIIC 1/33-.cal0 model test, 
and other ground and flight test d .... ta were utili.zed to fOt-mulate the solid motor 
plume analytlcal model. 
• SRM Al~~~~cle Dependent Plume Uadiation M{),~.£l!jR(.>f. 151 
During vehicle ascent the SRM plume ha1;£ angle wJll i.ncrease from 9 deg 
at s.:a le-,vel to 40 dog at approximatc>ly 136,000 !t whtlc' the average emissive 
power will change from 31.5 Btu/ftZ .. scc at sea level to 3.2 Btu/£t~LJec at 
approximately 136,000 it. To pl'C:~di.d the omis13ivc pvwer change along the 
SRM plume boundary and change wLth altitude, a Montc Carlo Code (Ref. 15) 
was used to estimaL(: the radlation transport propertios. This Monte Carlo 
Code accounts for the influence of chambcr prot-sure) propellant, compositlon, 
altitude, approach Mach number, aft(~r burning, alld spatlal variations in pluml9 
properties on the magnitude and distriblltion of thcl'mal radiatit,;m emanating 
from the SRM plumes, 
• SSME and SRM PlmnQ Boating Rates to Space Shuttle Ol'bitcr During 
;Ascent (Ref. Ib) . 
A ppl'oxi.matcly fiftc<'rt hundl'ed Space Shuttlc Orbitcl' body points have 
been analyzed to obtain estimates of SSME and SRM plume radlation heating 
rates. 'rhe results arc presented for sea l(wel conditions and appropriate 
cOl'l'ection procedures have been included £01' altitude effects on plume radia-
tion. In general, the estimates of radiation heating rates are considerably 
higher than those published (Ref. 9). The analysis l'cquircd to pl'epat'e the 
r<;>port. was a joint eUort of the £OllOWiJlg personncl: Robert E. Carter, 
Loclmecd-Hul1f;svillc, under NASA Contract NAS8-28l'>09: .Tohn E. Readon 
(REMTECH, Inc., under Subcontl'act 510-10000 t{) Northrop Services, Inc.): 
and Wallace W. Youngblood (Northrop Services, Inc., under Contract NASa .. 
21810). 
• Monte Carlo CO,dc> Parametric Study (H(~f. 17) 
Th(! thermal radiation prclpertics of a two-pha.se phlmc are defined by 
the output da.ta fnun til(! gaseouH pl1.tme flow£i(~ld calculation and particle 
plurne calculati.on. Th(Js~~ data are: number density, particle I:emperature, 
particle sizc, pa:l:ticJ.c cross section, gaseous temperaturc, gaseous pres,. 
sure al'ld mole fraction of CO, COZ, H20 and Bel. The volumc of a plume is 
divided into certain flccti.ons along its axis and certain sections along the 
radial dil:ection. This set of data is given at each nodal point. A Monte 
Carlo s<~heme is used to generate the cluissi.on, absorpti.on and reemi.ssi.on 
of photon paths within the plume volume. A basic data deck which consists 
of a set of data at each nodal point, is required for each trajectory point of 
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the plume. An extensive parametric study was completed with the 37,000 it 
plume. Each parameter in the plume property array was varied from 50 to 
ZOO% of its normal value. The average emissive power, which is defined as 
the total thermal radiation from the 37,000 £t plume di.vided by its surface 
area, is normalized and plotted vel'SUS the variation of each parameter. 
• Orbiter Radiation Correction Factors During Launch (Ref. 18) 
Radiation heating rates to the Space Shuttle vehicle have been shown to 
b~ significantly greater during the launch phase than during the ascent free-
flight. Radiometer data from the 6,4% scale model a.coustic tests at MSli'C 
were used to construct heating rate multiplication factor design curves f01' 
the vehicle during launch, Examination of the multiplication factors indicate 
that the water spray on the MLP reduces the h~ating rate on the orbiter ve-
hicle during the launch phase of the flight compared with the pr..:.vious design 
curves with no water. '\Vater cooling tends also to skew the SSME maximum 
value of multiplication factor with time, The point of maximum heating rate 
from the SSME plumes i.s therefore delayed as much as two seconds. Water 
did not have any significant skewing effect when compared with the previous 
orbiter multiplication factor for the SRM plume radiation. 
• Plume Radiation Heating Prior to Launch (Ref. 19) 
An estimate of the radiation heating rate to the Tail Service Mast LOZ 
and LH 2. umbilical carrier prior to vehicle lift-off was made. The SSME 
plume radiation to the two umbilical lines were computed. Water cooling is 
believed to have little effect on reducing the level since the major radiation 
to this point comes from the SSME plume located between &.e SSME nozzle 
exit and the top of the MLP at a time prior to lift-off. Thi.s part of the SSME 
plumes is not affected by the water spray. With water cooling the 6.4% 
acoustic scale model test shows that the radiation from the heated deflector 
is attenuated by the presence of low temperature steam and the heated walls 
are cooled by the water spray system. 
• External Tank SRM Radiation Heating Rate parameters (Ref. 20) 
Data decks were generated for the RAVFAC code that define the sol.id 
rocket booster (SRB) plume half cone angle and average total plume emissive 
power at ten axial positions for 13 altitudes ranging from sea level to 136,000 
ft. These data were derived by a revised code of the Monte Carlo radiation 
model. The RAVFAC code was then used with the newly defined altitude SRB 
plumes to predict SRB radiation to the Space Shuttle External Tank and sup-
port sh'uct1.n'c. The computed data werp. normalized by the free-flight radia-
tion heating rates to provide a correcticn heating rate function for altitude. 
Results of this study show that following lift-off the vehicle bal')e heating is 
reduced below that predicted for fl'ee flight. 
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• Orbiter Base Plume Radiation Heating Rate (Ref. 211 
This report provides an estimate of the thermal radiation from the 
three Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME) and the two Solid Rocket Motor 
(SRM) plumes to the Space Shuttle Orbiter. A 11 radiation heating rate 
values contained herein are to be used with the IVBC 2.1 Plume Radiation 
Ascent Heating Design Trajectory. The contents of this report are updated 
from those of Ref. 16 dated A pdl 1976. The major chang-es include a mor~ 
detailed launch stand interference correction procedure lor the SSME and 
SRM plumes and ;1. methodology for obtaining altitllde radiation heating rates 
from the SRM plumes. The SSME altitude corre4~tion procedure remains 
unchanged from that of Ref. 16. 
• External Tank Plume Radiation Heating Rate (Ref. Z2} 
This document provides an estimate of the Space Shuttle rocket plume 
radiation heating rate to the Space Shuttle External Tank aft dome and the 
support structure. This document provides an update of the launch stand 
interference correction p!"ocedure for the SSME and SRM plumes, and a 
methodology for obtaining altitude radiation heating rates for the SRM 
plumes. This document i.s in a format compatible with the document pub-
lished for the orbiter base of Ref. 21. 
• Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Plume Radiation Heating Rate 
Prediction with Altitude Corrections (Ref. 23) 
This technical memorandum. is di.vided into three parts. Section 2 is 
a review of the method of calculation uSed to predict the solid rocket booster 
radiation heating rates to the Space Shuttle Orbiter External Tank, Solid 
Rocket Motor and KSC Launch Complex 39. Section 3 is a review of a newly· 
developed SRB plume Monte Carlo radiation model that utilizes the RAMP-
predicted two-phase flowfield properties that couple the solid particle and 
gas energy/mon"lentum conservation laws. The total plume emissive power 
distribution along the plume b~undary is provided (Appendix), for each plume 
at altitudes ranging from sea level to 136,000 ft. Section 4 provides sample 
results of the SRB radiation predicted by the RAVFAC code. SRB experi-
mental and analytical radiation heat flux comparison are made for the full-
scale Space Shuttle solid booster ground test (Thiokol Corporation, test 
DM-l, 18 July 1977) and solid booster flight test (Lockheed Corporation, 
Trident C4X-Ol flight). Results of this study show that the analytical models 
defined will predict SRB altitude plume radiation that is compatible with 
ground and flight test base radiation heat flux measurements. 
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• Space Shuttle Main Engine Abort (Ref. 24) 
A study was cond'lcted to determine the SSME and SRB plume radiati.on 
heating rates to the internal and external surface of the left SSME nozzle, 
with the assumption that this rocket motor failed to i.gnite. The SRB plume 
radiation heating rates predicted at altitude were computed using the plume 
radio~'ity derived by the Monte Carlo code. Results of this study show that 
the maximum plume radiation heating rate is approximately 27 Btu/ft2-sec. 
located at the top aft edge of the lower nozzle wall. 
• Oruit(llr Res Pod Vernier Thruster Radiation ,Heating Rate Study (Ref. 25) 
A study to determine the SSME and SRB plume radiation heating rates 
to the internal surface of the orbiter reaction control pod verni.el' nozzles 
has been completed. The SRB plume radiation heati11g rates predicted at 
altitude were computed usi.ng plume l'adiosity derived by the Monte Carlo 
code. Results of the study show that the maximum plume radiation heating 
rates to the pitch vernier nozzle is 13.27 Btu/£t2 -sec during launch and 
7.77 Btu/ft2 "sec following launch to the approximate 40,000 it altitude. The 
radiation heat flux above 40,000 ft i.s reduced with increasing altitude and 
plume expansion. The maximum radiation heat flux to the yaw thruster is 
significantly lower (0.83 Btu/ft2 -sec) since the SSME plume radiation is 
shaded by the pod wall. 
• SSME Plume - MLP Radiation Barrier (Ref. 2§l 
A radiation barrier was considered for the purpose of shielding 
the aft dome of the Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) from the SSME plumes 
during test firings on the mobile launch platform (MLP). An estimate of 
the SSME plume radiation to the ET was predicted using a simplified plume 
radiation model and a radiation view factor computer code. The splitter 
plate located between the MLP and the orbiter base flap was modeled and 
provided shading between the SSME plume and the ET. This study differed 
from that of Youngblood, (M-9224A-77-20, 12 May 1977) and allowed more 
radiation to pass between the splitter plate and the orbiter base flap, 
• Preliminary Augmentation Motor Study (Ref. 27) 
Preliminary predictions of the augmentation motors mounted aft of 
the External Tank have been predicted to 28 vehicle surface NAR -node 
positions for the ccmfigurations using four and two augmentation motors. 
12 
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• Space Shuttle Base HeaHng Environment Update (Refs. 28 throusV.:ll 
Docunwntation of the vehicle base rad:ati()n heating rates from the 
SSME, SHM a.nd burning SOFI has been u~,'t·lt.(··L These reports provide 
the methodology, launch and altitude cor .,,~·.'ct·i,,( n factors, and pertinent ex-
pe'rimental data that SUpp01't the methodo:o;, Y' used for analytical pre-
dictions, 
• Revision to Document LMSC-HREC TR D568521 (Ref.33) 
Pages 3-26, 3-28, 3-30, 32, 3-42 through 3-47 of the referenced report 
have been revised to the orbiter wing radiation heating rates. 
• 808M Plume Radiation Environment (Ref. 34~ 
Preliminary estimates of the two solid motors have been made to 15 
points on the Shuttle vehicle, orbiter, extern~' tank, and solid rocket booster. 
Results of the preliminary estimates'>..re prd~lded. The maximum heating 
rate of approximately l2 Btu/ft2-sec is predicted to the SRB radiation cur-
tain (node 2352) while the SRB shaped charge (node 2650) increased from 
1.34 to approximately 12 Btu/HZ.sec. 
• Space Transportation System Flight/(STS-l) (Ref. 35) 
Design assessment of the Space Shuttle transportation system flight 
(STS-l) vehicle base heating environment for the flight instruments has 
been computed for the SRM and SSME plume radiation heating rates. This 
report provides a schematic of the vehicle component surface and defines 
the location of the flight instrument. The method of calculation remains 
unchanged from that defined in Refs. 28 through 31). 
• Space Shuttle Liquid Booster Module (Ref. 36) 
This document provides estimates of the SRM and SSME rocket plume 
and the Liquid Booster Module (LBM) plume radiation heating rates to the 
proposed LBM External Configuration 1. 
• Estimation of Solid Rocket Motor Plume Radiation Heating to the Para-
c~ute in the Abort Ejection System (Ref. 37) 
Deternlination was made of the plume impingelnent and plume radiation 
heating rates from the Space Shuttle solid rocket motor (SRM) plumes to the 
13 
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main parachute in the mission abort ejection system. No SRM plume im-
pingement occurred on the parachute in any of the traiectories, therefore, 
only the calculation of radiation heating was requireCi. The values of the 
radiation heat transfer from the SRM plume to the three ejection trajectories 
were presented graphically. 
• Definition of the Space Shuttle Main Engine Plume at Sea Level (Ref. 38) 
A descri.ption of the plume of the Space Shuttle orbiter main engine was 
necessary to calculate the plume radiation heating to the base regions of the 
vehicle. Two sources of possible high radiation heating loads in low level 
plum.es are the afterburning region in the shear layer along the periphery of 
the plume; and the other is the region of high temperatures and pressures 
behind the Mach disk. formed by the compression of the overexpanded plume. 
Separate analyses of the different portions of the plume were combined to 
construct the" sea levelll plume used to establish the conditi.ons for radiation 
calculations. An inviscid analysis was u13ed to describe the flow from the 
nozzle exit to the Mach disk. The viscous pcrtion of the plume was described 
using an equilibrium mixing program. The flow properties in the subsonic 
region behind the Mach disk were varied in a simplifi0d fashion to aL>pl'oxi-
mate the flow proceszes expected to occur as the gases expand and accelerate. 
• Definition of a 5 and 16 0 Aluminum, A A>''<- = 7 S ace Shuttle Se aration 
Motor Gaseous and Solid Partlcle Flow Fiet (Ref. 39) 
A study was performed to provide gaseous and solid particle flow fields 
for 5 and 16% aluminum, area ratio of seven Space Shuttle separation motors, 
The flow fields can be used to determine impingement pressures and heating 
rates on the Space Shuttle orbiter and ET due to the separation motors firing 
during separation of the SRB from the orbiter vehicle. 
Both flow fields were generated in two parts: the gaseous flow field and 
the solid particle flow field. The gaseous flow fields were generated using 
Lockheed. s Method-oi-Characteristics program and equilibrium thermo-
chemical data generated using the Chemical Equilibrium Composition pro-
gram. 
Centerline distributions were predicted of Mach number, static pres-
sure, static temperature, density and pitot total pressure of the gaseous 
flow fields for both the 5 and 16% motors. Plots were made of the iso-
contours of Mach number, static pressure, static tempel'ature, density and 
pitot total pressure for the 5 and 16% Ai. motors. 
The solid particle flow fieli in each motor was generated using the 
Chrysler-Aeroneutronic uncoupled two-phase particle trajectory tracing 
program. The particle trajectories were traced for six parti.cle sizes (0.5, 
1.5, 2.25, 3.0,4.0 and 4.75 micron radii). For each particle size a limiting 
centerline and three intermediate particle trajectories were traced, 
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Plots were made of the predicted particle velocity, temperature, 
density, kinetic energy and thermal energy for the limiting, intermediate 
and centerline trajectories versus axial location for the 5 and 160/0 AI. 
motors for each of the six particle sizes . 
• 
The purpose of this study was to predict the heating l·p,tes on the Shuttle 
orbiter/external tank vehicle during separation due to gaseous convective and 
solid particle impingement of the forward and aft solid rocket booster separa-
tion motors. Solid particle impingement heating and convective heating en-
vironments for the Shuttle geometries which are primarily affected by gaseous 
and solid impingement of the SRB separation motor plumes were presented. 
The solid particle impingement heating rates for the orbiter nose showed an 
increase with time during the separation maneuver to 1.5 sec at which point 
the heating falls off. Although the nose was farther away from the engines and 
plume centerlines, as time increased, the percentage of particle mass that was 
impinging was greater because the larger particle sh'eamlines expanded farther 
from the plume centerline. The solid particle heating rates were shown to be 
a strong functi,on of the amount of aluminum in the propellant. The gaseous 
convective heating rates showed almost no dependence on the AI. percentage. 
The impingement heating environment due to the separation motors can prob-
ably be significantly reduced by altering the separation trajectory, relocating 
the forward and aft separation motors or changing the propellant composition. 
• Selected Boundary Layer Property Profiles at Several Axial Locations of 
the Boundary Layer of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Main Engine (Ref. 41) 
The boundary layer property profiles were calculated for the orbiter 
nozzle in this case using two boundary layer programs. The profiles were 
initia.lly calculated using the Mass Addition Boundary Layer (MABL) program. 
The same profiles were generated using the Boundary Layer' Integral Matrix 
Procedure (B LIMP) program. 
The MABL program uses a finite difference approach to provide a de-
tailed boundal'y layer l?1'o£ile, i.e., up to 130 points through the boundary layer. 
That sort of detail was obtained with the expenditure of rather long computer 
run times. The BLIMP program is an integral solution of the boundary layer. 
The computer run times are considerably less for BLIMP than MABL. The 
profiles in the boundary layer calculated by BLIMP are nevertheless limited 
to 15 points. 
The resultant profile propp-rties produced by MABL arid BLIMP for the 
Space Shuttle orbiter main engine bOllt1dary layer were compared and pre-
sented here. The good agreement of the profiles indicates that the BLIMP 
program should be used in future boundary kyer analyses of this type. 
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• £,!lculation ot the Space Shuttle Main Engine Plume at 40.000 F('l~t (He£. 4l) 
The plume of the Space Shuttle ol'bitcH main engine is a source of radia-
tion heating to the base regions of the vehicle. The 40,000 foot altitude was 
chosen to match the pressure obtained if the main engine combusHon gases 
were expanded one-dimensionally to the area ratio of 77.5. The plume would 
then be balanced in the one-dimensional sense. Separate analyses of the in-
viscid and viscous portions of the plume were combined to construct the plume. 
A method-oi-characteristics solution was used to describe the invisdd flow. 
The viscous portion of the plume was described using an equilibrium mixing 
program. 
• Definition of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocke,!: Motor a.nd Orbiter Main Engine 
PLumes at Sea Level (Ref. 43) 
The plumes of the SRM and the SSME were calculated to define the en-
vironment of the launch pad during lift-off. Separate analyses of the inviscid· 
and viscous portions of the plumes were combined to construct the plumes. 
A two-phase method-of-characteristicssolution was used to describe the in-
viscid flow of the gas and particles in the SRM plume. A gaseous method-of-
characteristics program was used to calculate the SSME inviscid plume. The 
viscous portions of the two plumes were calculated using equilibrium chemistry 
mixing programs. Radi.:~l plots are presented for the particle flow field and 
gaseous flow field of the SRM plume. The particle integrated fluxes of kineti(. 
energy, thermal energy, mass and momentum are presented for the SRM plume. 
The gaseous flow field for both the SRM .and SSME plumes is de:3cribed by 
radial profiles of local static temperatu) .. e, velocity, static pressure, pitot 
pressure, Mach number and total temperature. The SRM particle flow field 
is described foI' 60 it downstream of the nozzle exit. The gaseous plumes for 
the SRM and the SSME were calculated for distances up to 5000 ft downstream 
of the nozzle exit plane. 
• Evaluation of Auxiliary Power Unit Exhaust Plume-Induced Heating to the 
Vertical Tail of Space Shuttle Vr~hicle 101 (Ref. 44) 
Estimates were made of the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) exhaust plume 
induced heating to the v~rtical tail of the Space Shuttle vehicle 101. The heat-
ing is defined for the vehicle during the approach and landing flight tests (ALT). 
For these tests the vehicle has a simulated thermal protection system (TPS) 
urethane foam tiles but these pl"esently do not protect the vertical tail from 
any heating loads. The APU-induced heating loads were calculated for use in 
determining if it was necessary to provide thermal protectiov- It was deter-
mined that there was no induced heating when no cross flow exists. A 25 deg 
crossflow situation was takun as a worst case and the induced heating calcu-
lated. The heating loads for the l5 deg cross flow were evaluated at altitudes 
of 28,000, 14,000 and 0 ft. 
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• Definition of the S pace Shuttle ALA * ;: 5.83. 2% A luminum Separation 
Motor Plume Flow Field (Ref. 45) 
This study was performed to provide gaseous and particulate flow fields 
for the '2.0/0 aluminum, area ratio of 5,83 Space Shuttle separation motor, The 
flowfield calculation technique was described, and detaLled plots showing the 
nowfield characteristics were presented. The results of this study could 
then be used to determine impingement pressures, heating rates and par-
ticulate fluxes on the orbi.ter and ET during SRB staging. 
• Prediction of SRM Nozzle Plug Heating Rates (Ref,46) 
During system check out of the Space Shuttle systems, the three Space 
Shuttle main engines (SSMEs) will be fil:cd while the vehicle is tied to the 
mobile launch ~jlatform (MLP). A plug-type devi.ce wilt protect the SRM 
nozzle duri.ng this checkout proced\.lrc. Some of the SSME plume gases al'e 
expected to cross over the crest of the deflector and go down the SRM trench. 
The radiation heating rate levels to the SRM plug from the SSME plume gases 
in the SRM. trench are required. 
In acoustic model tests at :Ma.t:shall Space Flight Center, one Qf the 
l'adiometcrs was located on the shroud of the SRM and was facing downward 
into the trench. This radiometer should provide a good measure of the 
radiation heating rates present on the SRM nozzle plug, Using the radiometer 
reading, a heating rate to the SRM nozzle plug was predicted. 
• External Tank Radiation Heating Ra,te Environment During the Launch 
Phase of the Space Shuttle A scent ~:Ref. 47) 
Radiation heating rates to the Space Shuttle vehicle have been shown 
to be significantly greater during the launch phase than during the ascent 
free flight. Radiometer data from the 6.4% scale model acoustic tests at 
Marshall Space Flight Center were used to construct heating rate multipli-
cation factor design curves for the vehicle during launch. Additional instru-
mentation was installed on the external tank aft dome portion of the model 
to obtain a distribution of heating rate multiplication factor over that area 
during launch. This report presents the heating rate multiplication factors 
for each of the points on the external tank aft dome that radiation heating 
rates have been calculated. The location of these points and the predicted 
heating rate at those points are given in tabular form. 
• Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) Exhaust Plume Definitions -
Sea Level to SRB Separation (Ref. 48) 
This study was directed toward defining the exhaust plUlne structure 
of the Space Shuttle SRM from the time of liftoff to SRB separation. 
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A complete deiillition of the SRB exhaust pl\.H'lle i~ important for many 
Spaee Shuttle design crlterLl\. The exhaust plume shape has Il si.gnificant 
ef£ect 01\ the Shuttle base pressure. The SRn plume chal'acteristics are also 
important to the Shuttle base heating, aerodynamics and the influence of the 
exhaust products on the environment. It is also possible that the Shuttle SRB 
plumes can affect communications with the vehicle due to radar attenuation. 
For these reasons and p",rhaps others which have not been mentioned, a de-
tailed knowledge of the SR.B exhaust plume characteristics is necessary. 
The analysis of the i.wiscid SR.M exhaust plumes was performed using 
Lockheed-Huntsville'lil Reacting Multiphase Computer Program (RAMP). The 
RAMP code is a fully coupled solution in which both momentum and energy 
are transferred bC!'tween the gas and pal'Hcle phases. The analysis was per-
formed using the equilibrium chemistry assumption. 
Thirteen nozzle"plume analyses were performed at various trajectory 
points from sea level to SEE separation. The calculations were performed 
out to approxi.mately five exit diameters from the nozzle exit plane. The data 
presented in this report consist of: (l) radial distributions of gas and particle 
properti.es at the nozzle exit plane; (2) plume gas property contour anel radial 
plots; and (3) centerline and radial distributions of particle energy, momentum 
and mass fluxes. 
• Collection of Heatin Rate Data on the S ace Shuttle Acoustic 6.40/0 Scale 
Model to Simulate the Launch Portion of the Ascent FlLght from the Mo He 
Launch Platform (Ref. 49) 
A 6.40/0 scale model of the Space Shuttle vehicle was used to collect data 
on acoustic loads and heating rates during tests conducted at NASA -MSFC. 
A total of 151 test runs wac made during this series of acoustic studies. The 
first part of the series (Runs 1 through 58) was made with no water added to 
the Mobile Launch Pad or. in the flame trenches. Runs 59 to 151 were car-
ried out with vadous confi.gurations of water spray patterns. The water was 
added for sound suppression to the exhaust plume flows with different ratios 
of water £low rate to engine mass flow rates. The water sprayed during these 
tests for sound suppression changed the heating ~:ates. 
• Revised Predictions of the SRB Plume Impingen'lent Pressures on the 
MLP (LC39) During Liftoff (Ref. 50) 
During the first few seconds of flight the SRM plumes impinge on the 
MLP and other launch complex structures, resulting in extremely high the .. ·mal 
and pressure loads. In order to adequately design the MLP and other launch 
complex structures» detailed and accurate definitions of the SRM exhaust plumes 
are necessary. This report discusses the evolution of SRM plume flowfield 
predictions and recommends a current "bestll SRM plume flow field. Included 
in the report is a description of the modeling technique, definition of the "best" 
SRM plume and predictions of the pressure distribution at certain locations on 
the MLP deck. 
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Calculation of the Space Shuttle Main Engine Plume Opel'ating at 40,000 
Foot Altitude (Ref, 51) 
The Space Shuttle main engine plume operating at 40,000 ft altitud.e was 
calculated. The plume properties are presented in gl'a.phica.l form. The SSME 
plume is given fOl' 100 it downstream of the nozzle exit plane. Separate analy-
ses of the different pOl'tions of the plu.l'l'tc were combined to construct the plume 
used to establish the conditions for the radiation calculation. An lnviscld 
analysis was used for the description of the flow from the nozzle. The viscous 
portion of the plume was des{~ribed using a finite rate chemi.stry mixing pro-
gram. 
• Calculation of the Space Shuttle_Mai.n Engine Plume Operating at 20,000 it 
Altitude (Ref. 52) 
The plume of the Space Shuttle orbiter main engine must b~ described 
to calculate the plume radiation heating to the base regions of the vehicle. 
A source of possible high radiation heating loads in low level plumes is the 
afterburning l'egton in the shear laye!' alung the periphery of the plume, The 
Space Shuttl.e main engine plume operating at 20,000 ft altitude was calculated. 
The plume properties are presented in graphical form. The SSME plume is 
given for 100 it downstream of the nozzle exit plane. 
• Definition of the Viscous Sea Level Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) 
Exhaust Plume, Im in ement Flow Field and Thermal Pro erties Neces-
sary to Perform a '1' ermal Response Analysis of t e LC MLP (Re, U 
This study was directed toward determining an appropriate particle 
flow field in the sea level SRM viscous plume and determining a thermal model 
which could be used along with the SRM particle and gaseous flow field to pre-
dict the thermal response of the MLP and launch complex structures due to 
SRM impingement, The referenced report describes the flow field and the 
detailed model which was necessary to develop to match some available test 
data. The flowfield data in the report, along with the model described in the 
report, could then be used to determine the LC 39 thermal response, 
• Mixing A~alysis of Water Injection Into the Plume of NASA Test Rocket 
Engine (Ref. 54) 
A series of test firings of a small rocket i.s scheduled at MSFC in which 
cooling water will be used to protect the deflector during the tests, To aid in 
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thl'.) analysis to determine the cooling water r~ql\h'en1!.!'ntf;J, thermal energy 
balances and viscous mixing c.~alc:ulations wnrc p('r!ol'mccl. The th("t'mal 
balance indicated that l£ the watl" t' was thol'uughly mixed with the exhaust 
plume the cle!lectol' would not lw rlnrnngcd. Tlw spl'aying of small jl'ts of 
wat""" abt>ut th<: periphery or th~' plUIlH' w~~s not an ('ff(~ctivc. Pl'otc.'ctiOJ1 method 
101' the deflector, A mixing analyaiu predict('d that thl'CO larGe water jets 
even, i£ they could penetrate only Live inches into the exhaust plume would 
adequately protect the deflector from thermal damage. 
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